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ANALYSIS/RESULTS

OVERVIEW
Micro-plastics, defined as a piece of plastic smaller than 5 mm, are taking
over and destroying our environment especially our bodies of water. In the last
10 years we have seen a sky rocket in the amount of micro-plastics in oceans,
lakes, pounds, stream, river, all of which are a crucial part of our world. These
plastic travel into our food sources, water supply and end up traveling into the
human body. Now we don’t know the full affect it has on humans but based on
what is what’s happening to fishing, we can only think that its not good

After collecting the samples we took the filter sheets and put them
under a microscope and began to count the total number of micro
piece

RESEARCH/
PREPARATION
I wanted to know at the local level, how affected the community was by microplastic. I decided to use our very own upper and lower reservoir. Now we don’t
really use the reservoir other than as a decoration, the occasional fishing, and a
couple fun labs. But an unhealthy reservoir is not a pretty one.
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At first place they look pretty normal, the mud was a little chuck and
smelly but otherwise normal. But the dangerous plastics cannot be seen
by the naked eye.

PROCEDURE/DESIGN

What a typical plastic looked like

In order to capture/ be able to see micro plastics in a sample, you need
to filter them out.
The water sampling was fairly easy as all we had to do was pour the
water over a special filter and using a pump suck the water through the
filter leaving hits of dirt and yes micro-plastic

We ended up finding roughly around 45 pieces of micro-plastics, just in
the four mason jar samples( two mud, two water- one from each
reservoir). I think it is safe to say just in our local community that we are
having a micro-plastic outbreak

The mud was a bit more challenging as we had to remove plastic from
mod. How we did that was by taking a pump with saltwater and
shooting it up through the mud cycling through over and over. The idea
is that micro-plastics are light and not dense so they will float in salt
water and as the salt water is cycled through the mud, it will take with it
the micro plastics. After we have collect a good amount of water we
take that and similar to the other water sample, we pump it through a
filte

CONCLUSION
The full affects of what Micro-plastics on the human body is not
fulling know, but it doesn’t look good. As articles continue to come
out about micro-plastics in our blood and lungs, I fear the worst.
Micro-plastics are taking our world and slowing destroying in. If we
don’t step out and do even some of the smallest things the
consequences later on, are on another scale of catastrophe. Just
the little help to reduce, reuse, recycle plastics will go a long way
in our future.
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